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Abstract. High-resolution measurements of the photoinduced X-ray emission of liquid mercury were per-
formed, using a transmission DuMond-type crystal spectrometer for transitions above 11 keV and a reﬂec-
tion von Hamos-type crystal spectrometer for transitions below 11 keV. The target X-ray ﬂuorescence was
produced by irradiating the sample with the Bremsstrahlung from X-ray tubes. The energies and natural
linewidths of 6 K-shell, 26 L-shell and 2 M -shell X-ray transitions were determined. Using a least-squares-
ﬁt method to solve the two sets of equations derived from the observed transition energies and transition
widths the binding energies of the subshells K to M5 and O1 and the level widths of the subshells K to
N5 and O1 could also be determined.
1 Introduction
Mercury is the only common metal liquid at room tem-
perature. It has been widely used in the past for making
thermometers, barometers, diﬀusion pumps, vapor lamps,
advertising signs, and electrical switches. Pesticides, den-
tal preparations, batteries and catalysts are further ex-
amples of the use of the versatile liquid metal in every-
day life. However, mercury is also known as a virulent
poison. Furthermore, since Hg is a very volatile element,
dangerous levels are easily attained in air. The danger is
still increased by the colorless and odorless nature of the
Hg vapor. Because mercury wastes have not been always
eliminated properly in the past decades, this dangerous
metal has spread out and accumulated in nature. As a con-
sequence the toxic element has received a renewed interest
in the recent years and mercury pollution has become an
important ﬁeld in environmental studies.
Among the methods employed to detect traces of mer-
cury, the X-ray ﬂuorescence (XRF) and particle-induced
X-ray emission (PIXE) techniques are probably the most
eﬃcient ones. In these techniques, the concentrations of
the elements of interest are usually determined from the
relative yields of the sample K X-ray lines. Energies of the
latter have thus to be known accurately to identify unam-
biguously the observed transitions. In in-situ XRF anal-
ysis of Hg-contaminated samples, portable X-ray sources
characterized by high-voltages limited to 40–60 kV are em-
ployed that restrict the observation to the L X-ray emis-
sion of mercury. In this case, a correct and reliable analysis
of the complex L X-ray spectrum in which many transi-
tions overlap is only possible if the energies of the Hg L
X-ray transitions are known with an accuracy of the order
of 1 eV. In the XRF and PIXE methods, the knowledge
of the line shapes of the measured X-ray transitions rep-
a e-mail: yves-patrik.maillard@unifr.ch
resents an additional important asset to improve the pre-
cision and reliability of the results even in low-resolution
measurements [1].
On the other hand, Hg is the heaviest stable element
having all electronic subshells ﬁlled in the ground state.
Precise experimental data concerning the transition ener-
gies and transition widths of mercury are therefore partic-
ularly adequate to probe the goodness of atomic structure
calculations of heavy elements. However, as indicated by
Deslattes et al. [2], for mercury the only existing data
base for experimental X-ray transition energies is that of
Bearden [3] which is more than 40 years old. Furthermore,
as it was pointed out by Fuggle already in 1980 [4], a sim-
ilar lack of experimental information does exist for the
widths of the atomic core-levels of this element. The sit-
uation has not much improved in the last two decades.
In the recent inventory of atomic level widths made by
Campbell and Papp [5] one can see indeed that for mer-
cury experimental data are available only for the L1−3-
subshells [6] and the N4−7-subshells [7,8]. Here also there
is thus a clear need for modern data for the widths of most
Hg core-levels.
For the above-mentioned reasons we have performed
a series of high-resolution X-ray emission spectroscopy
(XES) measurements of liquid Hg. The transition energies
and transition widths of a variety of K, L and M X-ray
lines induced by means of photoionization were deter-
mined. As the energy, respectively the width, of an X-ray
transition is given by the diﬀerence of the binding energies
of the two atomic levels involved in that transition, respec-
tively by the sum of the widths of the two levels, two sets of
linear equations could be derived from the measured tran-
sition energies and transition widths. Solving the two sys-
tems of equations by means of a least-squares-ﬁt method,
two self-consistent sets of experimental electron binding
energies and level widths could be obtained for most core-
levels of liquid Hg.
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Fig. 1. Variation of the FWHM instrumental resolution of the von Hamos and DuMond spectrometers as a function of the
X-ray energy. The energy-dependent instrumental broadening is shown for the energy domains corresponding to the measured
M transitions (left panel), L transitions (mid panel) and K transitions (right panel).
2 Experiment
2.1 Experimental method
The measurements were performed at the University of
Fribourg by means of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy.
The K and most of the L X-ray lines were observed with
a DuMond transmission-type bent crystal spectrometer.
As in the transmission geometry (Laue diﬀraction) the
photon absorption in the crystal becomes very important
at low energies, the L transitions below 11 keV and the
M transitions were measured with a von Hamos reﬂection-
type bent crystal spectrometer (Bragg diﬀraction). The
energy domains covered by the two spectrometers over-
lapping between 11 and 15 keV, the L2−M4 transition
(E = 11.8 keV) was measured with both instruments in
order to cross-check the obtained results and to probe the
reliability of the quoted uncertainties.
The target consisted of 99.999% pure liquid mercury
enclosed in a stainless steel cell sealed with a 75 μm-thick
KaptonTM foil. For the M X-ray measurements a thinner
foil (8 μm) was used in order to diminish the absorption
of the 2.2 keV ﬂuorescence X-rays in the target window.
For the production of the mercury ﬂuorescence, the liq-
uid target was irradiated with the Bremsstrahlung from
commercial 3-kW Coolidge-type X-ray tubes. The choice
of the X-ray tube (Au or Cr anode) and the values of
the high-voltage and current were optimized for each se-
ries of measurements in order to obtain the best peak-to-
background ratios.
2.2 DuMond spectrometer
The DuMond crystal spectrometer of Fribourg consists
mainly of a target chamber, a cylindrically bent crystal
plate that can be rotated around a vertical axis by ±20◦
and a self-propelled detector-collimator system. For the
present project the spectrometer was operated in the so-
called slit-geometry. In this geometry the sample is viewed
by the crystal through a narrow rectangular slit located
on the Rowland circle, a few cm in front of the target.
For X-ray measurements, this geometry presents several
advantages with respect to the standard DuMond geome-
try. In particular the slit-geometry makes possible the use
of extended radiation sources. This is an important asset
when measuring gaseous [9,10] or liquid samples. Further-
more, it permits one to get rid of the systematic errors
originating from the thermal deformation of the irradiated
sample and to enhance the luminosity of the spectrome-
ter by diminishing the self-absorption of the ﬂuorescence
X-rays in the target. The 30-mm high rectangular slit was
made of two vertical 5-mm thick juxtaposed Pb plates.
For the present measurements a slit width of 0.15 mm
was employed. More technical details about the DuMond
spectrometer can be found in [11].
In the DuMond geometry the crystal plate is bent
cylindrically and the radius of curvature is twice that of
the focal circle. For this project a 10×10 cm2 (110) quartz
crystal plate with a thickness of 0.5 mm was employed.
The plate was bent to a radius of 311 cm by means of a
clamping block similar to the one described in [12]. Due
to the window width of the clamping block and because
the top and bottom parts of the crystal which are poorly
curved as a result of the Sumbaev eﬀect [13] could not
be used, the eﬀective diﬀracting area of the crystal was
12 cm2. The corresponding solid angle of the spectrome-
ter was thus about 1.2× 10−4 sr. The Bragg angles were
measured by means of a Doppler eﬀect-based laser inter-
ferometer with a precision of a few milli-arcsec [14].
For the detection of the diﬀracted X-rays, a 5-in.-
diameter Phoswich scintillation counter was employed.
The latter consists of a thin (0.25 in.) NaI(Tl) crystal
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followed by an optically coupled thicker (2 in.) Cs(Tl)
crystal. Both crystals are mounted on the same photo-
multiplier tube. As the rising times of the signals are dif-
ferent for the two crystals, the events corresponding to
each scintillation can be identiﬁed by a pulse-shape anal-
ysis [15]. This type of detector permits to strongly di-
minish the background arising from high-energy photons,
which is an important asset when weak X-ray lines have to
be extracted from the background [16–18]. A further re-
duction of the background was obtained by enclosing the
Phoswich detector in a heavy Pb-Cu-Al shielding, and by
sorting on-line the events of interest as a function of their
energy.
The angular instrumental response of the DuMond
spectrometer depends principally on the slit width and
on the precision of the crystal curvature but not, at least
in ﬁrst approximation, on the Bragg angle. In general, the
response can be well reproduced by a Gaussian function.
The angular instrumental resolution was determined by
measuring the Kα1 transitions of Gd and Au, in ﬁrst and
fourth orders of diﬀraction, respectively, using in the ﬁts
the level widths quoted by Campbell and Papp [5] to de-
rive the Lorentzian widths of the two transitions. From the
ﬁts in which the Lorentzian widths were kept ﬁxed, consis-
tent FWHM Gaussian widths of 12.8(7) arcsec (Gd) and
12.9(1.6) arcsec (Au) were found.
The energy resolution ΓE can be deduced from the
angular resolution Γθ using the following relation:
ΓE = cot(θ)EΓθ (1)
where θ is the Bragg angle and E represents the pho-
ton energy. As shown by (1), for a given photon energy,
ΓE improves with increasing Bragg angles. For this reason
the K X-rays were measured in second order of diﬀraction.
The variation of the energy resolution with the photon en-
ergy is depicted in Figure 1. One sees that for the L X-ray
measurements the resolution of the DuMond spectrome-
ter varied between 3 eV at 11 keV and 5.5 eV at 15 keV,
whereas for the K X-ray measurements the resolution was
markedly worse, ranging from 46 eV at 65 keV to 80 eV
at 85 keV.
In the DuMond geometry the crystal-to-slit distance
(focal length f) corresponding to the best instrumental
resolution varies with the photon energy, i.e., the Bragg
angle θ:
f = R cos θ (2)
where R is the radius of curvature of the crystal. As a con-
sequence the focal length f should be adjusted for each
X-ray line. However, when the X-ray spectrum extends
over a large angular range and comprises many weak lines,
this optimization is not so convenient. It is indeed simpler
to measure a selected group of lines with an average value
of the focal length and to correct then oﬀ-line the instru-
mental broadenings for the tiny deviations resulting from
the focal length errors [11]. For this reason the variation
of the instrumental broadening as a function of the focal
length was determined by measuring the Kα1 line of Gd
at several diﬀerent focusing distances around the optimum
value.
To calibrate in energy the angular spectra, the crys-
tal lattice spacing constant and the zero of the Bragg
angle scale must be known accurately. The lattice con-
stant of the SiO2(110) crystal was determined by mea-
suring the Kα1 transition of Au in fourth order on both
sides of diﬀraction. Using the so-determined double Bragg
angle 2θ and the wavelength of the Au Kα1 transition re-
ported in [19,20], the value d110 = 2.456645(20) A˚ was
obtained. As the K X-ray measurements were performed
about two years later the lattice constant was reexam-
ined at the end of these measurements, using again the
Kα1 transition of Au but this time in second order of
diﬀraction. A somewhat bigger value of 2.456705(19) A˚
was obtained. As no explanation was found for this small
but signiﬁcant discrepancy, we opted to use the average
value of the two measurements and for the uncertainty
the half of the diﬀerence between the two values, i.e.,
d110 = 2.456675(30) A˚. Finally, as the zero Bragg an-
gle may vary with the focal length f , it was determined
for each group of lines observed at the same value of f
by measuring the most intense transition of the group at
positive and negative Bragg angles.
With the DuMond spectrometer, data collection is car-
ried out point by point. In other words, the angular spec-
trum is scanned step by step with the same acquisition
time for each angular position of the crystal. If the mea-
sured X-ray spectrum comprises weak lines, acquisition
times up to thousand seconds per point or even more are
needed so that the measurement may last several days. In
order to minimize the systematic errors related to long-
term instabilities of the experimental setup (e.g. ﬂuctu-
ations of the X-ray tube intensity) such angular regions
were measured in several successive step-by-step scans
that were then summed oﬀ-line. For illustration, a partial
L X-ray spectrum measured with the DuMond spectrom-
eter is shown in Figure 2.
2.3 Von Hamos spectrometer
The M4−N6, M5−N7, L3−M5, L3−M4, L3−M1, L2−M1
and L2−M4 transitions were measured with a von Hamos
Bragg-type curved crystal spectrometer. The latter con-
sists mainly of three components: a target-slit system, a
cylindrically bent crystal and a position-sensitive detec-
tor. A detailed description of the spectrometer design and
its operational characteristics can be found in [21].
For the present project a slit width of 0.25 mm was
employed. As the Bragg angles covered by the von Hamos
spectrometer range between 24◦ and 61◦, three diﬀerent
crystals were needed. The L3 X-ray lines were measured
with a LiF(420) crystal (2d = 1.8010 A˚), the M -rays
with an ADP(101) crystal (2d = 10.642 A˚), whereas the
L2−M4 transition was observed in second order, using
a SiO2(22¯3) crystal (2d = 2.7500 A˚). The three crystal
plates were 10-cm high and 5-cm wide with thicknesses of
1.1 mm (LiF), 0.3 mm (ADP) and 0.4 mm (SiO2). They
were cylindrically bent to a radius of 25.4 cm.
The diﬀracted X-rays were detected with a deep-
depleted charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera (depletion
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Fig. 2. Part of the Hg L X-ray spectrum measured with
the DuMond spectrometer. The spectrum was corrected for
the L2 absorption edge occurring at 14 209 eV. The three
main lines correspond to the L1−N2 (at 14 160 eV), L2−O4
and L1−N3 transitions. The low energy part of the spectrum
around 14 100 eV was remeasured with a longer acquisition
time. It is shown enlarged in the inset where one can distin-
guish the L2−O1 (at 14 088 eV) and L2−N6 transitions as well
as the weak L2−N7 transition (solid line at 14 110 eV) over-
lapping with the L2−O1 N-satellite structure (dotted line).
The dotted line at about 14 220 eV (in the main ﬁgure) corre-
sponds to the N-satellite of the L2−O4 transition. The hardly
visible components around 14 280 eV and 14 300 eV, respec-
tively, correspond to the L1−O2 and L1−O3 transitions of Au.
The latter are due to the elastic scattering by the target of the
characteristic X-ray emission from the X-ray tube anode.
Fig. 3. (Color online) Hg M4−N6 transition measured with the
von Hamos spectrometer. The complex N-satellite structure
was ﬁtted with three Voigtians (dotted lines). The dashed line
around 2275 eV accounts for the slight asymmetry observed
in the instrumental response of the von Hamos spectrometer
when equipped with the ADP (101) crystal. The solid line at
about 2305 eV was assigned to residuals from the sixth order
diﬀraction of the L2−M4 transition.
depth of 50 μm) consisting of 1024 pixels in the direction
of dispersion and 256 pixels in the vertical direction with
a pixel size of 27× 27 μm2 [22]. The CCD chip was ther-
moelectrically cooled down to −60 ◦C. For illustration the
X-ray spectrum corresponding to the M4−N6 transition
is depicted in Figure 3.
The energy calibration of the X-ray spectra was based
on photoionization measurements of the Kα1 and Lα1
transitions of several mid-heavy elements. For the cali-
bration of the spectra measured with the LiF(420) and
SiO2(22¯3) crystals, the Kα1 transitions of Zn, Ge, Se and
Br were employed, whereas for the calibration of the spec-
tra measured with the ADP(101) crystal the Lα1 transi-
tions of Nb and Mo were used. The energies of the six
calibration transitions are given as footnotes in Table 1
(see Sect. 4). They were derived from the wavelengths re-
ported by Bearden [3]. Since the latter values are given in
the A˚∗ scale, they were corrected by the conversion factor
1.0000150 A˚∗/A˚ and then converted to energies using the
energy-wavelength product V λ = 12.398419 keV A˚. The
two conversion factors were computed using for the Planck
constant h, speed of light c and elementary charge e the
values recommended in 2006 by the Committee on Data
for Science and Technology (CODATA) [23]. Furthermore,
the uncertainties quoted by Bearden being probable errors
(50% conﬁdence limits), they were multiplied by 1.48 to
obtain standard deviation errors (67% conﬁdence limits).
The instrumental broadening of the von Hamos spec-
trometer originates mainly from the slit width, the crystal
mosaicity width and the spatial resolution of the detector.
The broadening due to the slit is given by:
ΔEslit =
wslit
2R
cos(θ)E (3)
where wslit represents the width of the slit, R the crystal
radius of curvature, θ the Bragg angle and E the energy
of the measured transition. Similarly the broadening re-
sulting from the spatial resolution of the detector can be
written as:
ΔECCD =
Δx
4R
sin(2θ)E (4)
where Δx stands for the size of the CCD pixels. From the
above relations, one ﬁnds that for the M and L X-ray lines
measured with the von Hamos spectrometer the broaden-
ing related to the slit ranged between 0.9 eV and 4.0 eV,
whereas the detector contribution varied between 0.05 eV
and 0.31 eV, only. The 27 μm resolution of the CCD de-
tector was thus not really needed and a software binning
of four adjacent columns was performed oﬀ-line in order
to obtain higher counting rates in the one-dimensional en-
ergy spectra.
The instrumental broadening was determined exper-
imentally using the above-mentioned Kα1 and Lα1 cal-
ibration measurements. It was found that for the three
crystals the instrumental response could be well repro-
duced by a Gaussian function. The full widths at half
maximum (FWHM) of the three Gaussians were obtained
from the ﬁts of the calibration measurements in which
the natural Lorentzian widths of the transitions were kept
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Table 1. Energies in eV of the observed Hg transitions. The energies quoted in the third column were derived from the K to M5
and O1 binding energies obtained in the present work by the least-squares ﬁt method (see Sect. 4.2) and the average values
of the N1 to N7 and O2 to O5 binding energies reported by Svensson et al. [7] and Fuggle and Martensson [4]. The notation
68892.78(1.10/29) means 68892.78 eV ± 1.10 eV with an included statistical error from the ﬁt of ±0.29 eV.
Transition Present work Calculated from present Bearden [3]a Theoretical values
binding energies from [2]
K−L2 68892.78(1.10/29)b 68893.14(48) 68895.1(1.7) 68894.3(2.3)
K−L3 70818.53(89/21)b 70818.15(47) 70819.5(1.8) 70819.0(2.2)
K−M2 79822.94(1.16/63)b 79822.65(50) 79823.3(2.3) 79824.1(3.6)
K−M3 80253.86(1.04/35)b 80254.22(50) 80254.2(2.3) 80256.1(3.7)
K−N3 82525.88(1.25/50)b 82526.00(49) 82544.8(16.3) 82527.7(2.5)
L1−M2 11563.09(18/8)c 11563.10(17) 11563.1(1.1) 11563.7(3.0)
L1−M3 11994.68(20/8)c 11994.67(19) 11995.4(1.2) 11995.6(3.1)
L1−M4 12457.10(54/51)c 12456.96(17) 12445.5(3.7) 12456.6(2.4)
L1−M5 12547.68(31/26)c 12547.65(17) 12560.3(3.8) 12547.1(2.3)
L1−N2 14162.74(27/18)c 14162.59(43) 14162.3(1.7) 14164.7(4.6)
L1−N3 14266.05(26/16)c 14266.44(22) 14264.8(1.7) 14267.2(1.9)
L1−N5 14484.14(47/42)c 14484.14(29) 14474.3(1.8) 14484.8(1.7)
L1−O3 14778.86(28/18)c 14778.44(29) 14778.5(1.8)
L2−M1 10648.51(71/12)d 10647.06(32) 10651.4(1.4) 10647.3(2.5)
L2−M4 11823.29(15/2)c 11823.38(11) 11822.7(8) 11822.7(1.4)
11823.75(95/4)e
L2−N1 13407.08(29/22)c 13407.01(41) 13410.3(1.5) 13408.1(3.4)
L2−N4 13831.30(20/5)c 13831.26(18) 13830.2(1.1) 13831.7(2.7)
L2−N6 14105.81(30/23)c 14105.61(15) 14107.3(1.7) 14105.2(1.6)
L2−O1 14087.57(42/37)c 14087.79(27) 14089.7(1.7)
L2−O4 14199.86(22/9)c 14199.91(15) 14198.8(1.7)
L3−M1 8721.71(34/3)d 8722.04(30) 8721.3(9) 8722.6(1.9)
L3−M4 9898.71(32/6)d 9898.36(13) 9897.7(8) 9898.1(1.3)
L3−M5 9989.43(33/1)d 9989.05(14) 9988.9(6) 9988.6(1.2)
L3−N1 11482.01(23/17)c 11482.00(41) 11482.5(1.1) 11483.5(3.2)
L3−N4 11905.64(22/12)c 11906.25(18) 11904.1(1.2) 11907.0(2.5)
L3−N5 11925.58(18/2)c 11925.55(27) 11924.2(1.2) 11926.3(6)
L3−N7 12184.32(42/38)c 12184.70(15) 12194.1(1.2) 12184.7(1.4)
L3−O1 12162.92(33/28)c 12162.78(24) 12162.6(1.2)
L3−O5 12277.00(17/4)c 12276.80(15) 12277.1(1.3)
M4−N6 2282.23(5/1)f 2282.23(13) 2282.5(6)
M5−N7 2195.71(9/1)f 2195.65(15) 2195.3(5)
a Readjusted according to CODATA 06 [23].
b DuMond spectrometer, SiO2 (220). Reference energy: 68804.50(18) eV (Au Kα1) [2].
c DuMond spectrometer, SiO2 (110). Reference energy: 68804.50(18) eV (Au Kα1) [2].
d Von Hamos spectrometer, LiF(420). Reference energies: 8638.91(7) eV (Zn Kα1) [37], 9886.52(11) eV (Ge Kα1) [3] and
11222.52(12) eV (Se Kα1) [2].
e Von Hamos spectrometer, SiO2(446). Reference energies: 11222.52(12) eV (Se Kα1) [2] and 11924.35(34) eV (Br Kα1) [3].
f Von Hamos spectrometer, ADP(101). Reference energies: 2165.90(11) eV (Nb Lα1) [3] and 2293.18(5) eV (Mo Lα1) [3].
ﬁxed at the values derived from the atomic level widths
quoted in the tables of Campbell and Papp [5]. The varia-
tion of the instrumental resolution with the photon energy
is shown for the three crystals in Figure 1. One can see
that for the energy corresponding to the L2−M4 transi-
tion (11.8 keV) the resolution obtained with the SiO2(44¯6)
crystal (5 eV) was markedly better than the one obtained
with the LiF(420) crystal (15 eV). Since the slit and detec-
tor contributions to the broadening are about equal for the
two crystals, the observed resolution diﬀerence indicates
that the mosaicity of the LiF crystal is more pronounced.
From Figure 1 one can also see that in the 11–15 keV over-
lapping energy region the resolution of the von Hamos
spectrometer, even when using the SiO2(44¯6) crystal, is
somewhat worse than the one of the DuMond spectrome-
ter, justifying thus the choice of the transmission-type in-
strument for the measurement of the L X-ray transitions
above 11 keV.
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3 Data analysis
3.1 Fitting procedure
The transitions observed with both spectrometers were
analysed by means of the least-squares-ﬁtting software
packageMINUIT [24]. Since the widths of the Gaussian in-
strumental responses of the two spectrometers were com-
parable to the widths of the Lorentzian functions cor-
responding to the line shapes of the X-ray transitions,
Voigt proﬁles were employed to reproduce the line shapes
of the measured transitions [25]. The energies, intensities
and Lorentzian widths of the transitions as well as the
two parameters of the linear background were let free in
the ﬁtting procedure, whereas the Gaussian widths were
kept ﬁxed at their known values. However, in several cases,
some additional constraints needed to be set. For instance,
in the analysis of the Kβ2 spectrum, the intensity ra-
tio of the K−N2 and K−N3 transitions and the energy
separation between the two components had to be kept
ﬁxed. The intensity ratio was deduced from the tables of
Scoﬁeld [26] and the energy diﬀerence from the average
values of the N2 and N3 subshell binding energies quoted
in [4,7]. Similar constraints were applied to the ﬁts of the
L1−N4,5, L1−O2,3, L3−N6,7 and L3−O4,5 doublets.
Typical examples of the diﬃculties encountered dur-
ing the data analysis are illustrated in the spectrum
shown in Figure 2. The three lines that clearly emerge
from the background correspond to the L1−N2 (at about
14 160 eV), L2−O4 and L1−N3 transitions. The weaker
structure around 14 100 eV was assigned to the L2−O1
and L2−N6 transitions. The asymmetry occurring on the
high-energy ﬂank of the L2−O4 transition is due to un-
resolved N -satellite structures originating from L1L2N
Coster-Kronig transitions. Finally, the excess intensity
around 14 300 eV corresponds to the elastic scattering by
the Hg target of the characteristic L1−O2 and L1−O3
transitions of the Au X-ray tube anode. In addition to the
problems related to the large number of transitions ap-
pearing in that energy region and the overlap of some of
these transitions, a further diﬃculty concerned the pres-
ence in the spectrum of the L2 edge (at 14 209 eV). The
line shapes of the L2−O4 and L1−N3 were indeed found to
be aﬀected by this edge as a result of the abrupt change of
the self-absorption of the photons of interest in the target.
Thus the spectrum was ﬁrst corrected using a theoretically
constructed proﬁle to reproduce the shape of the L2 edge.
The edge jump height was adjusted so that the relative
yields of the L1−N2 and L1−N3 transitions that lie re-
spectively below and above the L2 edge were consistent
with the relative intensities reported by Scoﬁeld [26]. The
corrected spectrum was then ﬁtted, using one Voigtian
for each of the seven transitions. No constraint was set
except for the L2−O4 N -satellite whose energy and width
were ﬁxed at values derived from the ﬁt of the L3−O5
N -satellite which could be resolved. The errors of the en-
ergies and widths of the L2−O4 and L1−N3 transitions
induced by this crude approximation were found to be
small because of the weak relative intensity of the L2−O4
N -satellite (about 6%).
To improve the poor statistics observed for the L2−O1
and L2−N6 transitions, the energy region between 14 050
and 14 135 eV was remeasured in several successive scans
corresponding to a total collecting time of 4 h per point
(see inset of Fig. 2). This region was ﬁtted separately with
four Voigtians, two for the diagram transitions plus one
for the L2−N7 transition (thin solid line in the inset, at
14 110 eV) and one for the L2−O1 N -satellite (dotted
line). As shown in the inset, the four lines are superim-
posed on the low-energy tail of the stronger L1−N2 tran-
sition whose position and width were kept ﬁxed, using the
values obtained from the ﬁt of the full spectrum. The in-
tensity, however, was let free to adjust the intensity scale
of the two spectra.
The spectra measured with the von Hamos spectrom-
eter were analyzed in a similar way. An example is pre-
sented in Figure 3 showing the M4−N6 transition. The
latter could be well ﬁtted with a single Voigt proﬁle. The
small component ﬁtted below the main line is due to the
ADP (101) crystal. The same asymmetry was indeed ob-
served in the Lα1 transitions of Nb and Mo employed for
the calibration of the spectrometer. The broad and intense
structure on the right corresponds to N -satellite X-ray
lines originating from M1,2,3M4N Coster-Kronig transi-
tions. This structure could be well reproduced with one
narrow and two broad juxtaposed Voigt proﬁles. All pa-
rameters were let free in the ﬁt except the relative position
and relative intensity of the line accounting for the asym-
metry of the crystal response which were ﬁxed at the same
values as the ones obtained from the ﬁts of the calibration
lines. One could be tempted to assign the narrow proﬁle
at about 2285 eV to the M4−N7 transition, the ﬁtted en-
ergy shift of 3.8 eV relative to the M4−N6 transition being
consistent with the binding energy diﬀerence between the
4f5/2 and 4f7/2 levels. However, although we could not
ﬁnd any information in the literature about the strength
of the M4−N7 transition, the latter is expected to be very
weak because forbidden by the selection rule Δj = 0,±1.
As this is in contradiction with the relatively strong in-
tensity found for this line, the latter was assigned to the
N -satellite structure of the M4−N6 transition.
3.2 Satellite X-ray lines
As a result of L1L2,3M and L1L2,3N Coster-Kronig tran-
sitions, L−11 single-vacancy states may be transformed to
L−12,3M
−1 and L−12,3N
−1 double-vacancy states. Such two-
hole states may also be created via M - and N -shell shake
processes [27,28] as a consequence of the sudden change of
the atomic potential following the L-shell photoionization.
However, shakeup and shakeoﬀ processes resulting from
L-shell photoionization are characterized by very weak
probabilities and can thus be neglected with respect to
Coster-Kronig transitions. The radiative decay of double-
vacancy states giving rise to satellite X-ray lines, satel-
lite structures are in general present in L2 and L3 X-ray
spectra. On the contrary, in photoinduced L1 X-ray spec-
tra only diagram transitions corresponding to the radia-
tive decay of single vacancy states are observed. The same
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holds for the M4 and M5 X-ray spectra in which strong
N -satellite structures are usually observed as a result of
M1,2,3M4,5N Coster Kronig transitions (see, e.g., Fig. 3).
Satellite X-ray lines are slightly shifted in energy rela-
tive to their parent diagram lines. In general, the energy
shifts are positive and decrease with the principal quan-
tum number of the spectator vacancy. As a consequence,
for L2,3 transitions, satellites corresponding to M -shell
spectator vacancies can be separated from their parent di-
agram lines, but satellites corresponding to N -shell spec-
tator vacancies are usually not resolved, the energy shifts
being smaller than the natural widths of the transitions.
However, the energy shift of a satellite increasing with
the principal quantum number of the transition electron,
for L2,3 transitions involving electrons from outer orbitals
such as, e.g., L2,3−O transitions, N -satellites can again be
resolved. Finally, energy shifts induced by spectator va-
cancies located in the outer O- and P -shells are so small
that the corresponding X-ray satellite lines have practi-
cally no noticeable eﬀect on the line shapes of the parent
diagram transitions.
For mercury, L1L2M Coster-Kronig transitions are
energetically forbidden but L1L2N3−7, L1L3N1−7 and
L1L3M4,5 transitions are allowed. The line shapes of L2
and L3 X-ray transitions may thus be aﬀected by the un-
resolved N -satellites. In principle, M -satellites of L3 tran-
sitions are less problematic for the data analysis since they
can be resolved. However, due to the rather high density
of lines characterizing L X-ray spectra, the M -satellites
may overlap with other close-lying diagram lines. In such
cases the energies and widths of the overlapping diagram
transitions may be aﬀected by systematic errors if the
M -satellites are not considered in the analysis. For these
reasons we have determined the centroid energies and
theoretical shapes of the M -satellites corresponding to
the L3−M1,4,5 and L3−N1,4,5 transitions. Similar calcula-
tions were performed for the N -satellites of the L2−M1,4,
L2−N1,4,6, L3−M1,4,5 and L3−N1,4,5,7 transitions. Re-
sults of these calculations were then employed in the data
analysis to identify the observed transitions and to ﬁt cor-
rectly the diagram transitions in the cases of unresolved
N -satellites or overlapping M -satellites.
The line shape of a particular j1j2(J)→ j3j2(J ′) satel-
lite transition was constructed by computing numerically
the sum of all components pertaining to the considered
transition. In the above notation, j1 and j3 represent the
angular momentum of the transition hole in the initial
state (total angular momentum J) and ﬁnal state (to-
tal angular momentum J ′), and j2 the angular momen-
tum of the spectator vacancy. The sum was calculated
over all (J , J ′) values permitted by the selection rule
ΔJ = 0, ±1. A Voigtian proﬁle of energy E, Lorentzian
width Γ and relative intensity Irel was attached to each
component. The energies of the diﬀerent satellite compo-
nents were derived from the experimental energy of the
parent diagram transition and the energy shifts quoted
in [29]. All components were given the same Gaussian and
Lorentzian widths. For the Gaussian width the value as-
signed to the parent diagram transition was taken. The
Lorentzian width was approximated by:
Γ = Γj1 + Γj3 + 2Γj2 (5)
where Γj1 and Γj3 are the widths of the subshells where
the transition hole is located in the initial and ﬁnal states
and Γj2 the width of the subshell where the spectator hole
is located. The subshell widths were taken from [5]. The
relative intensities of the components were assumed to be
proportional to the relativistic electric-dipole X-ray emis-
sion for a double-hole-state transition [30]:
Irel ∝ (2J ′ + 1)(2j1 + 1)
{
j3 J
′ j2
J j1 1
}
. (6)
The 6j-coeﬃcients occurring in (6) were calculated us-
ing the formula and symmetry properties reported in [31].
It was found that most of the so-constructed M and
N -satellite proﬁles could be well reproduced by two juxta-
posed Voigtians. In the ﬁts the widths, positions and yield
ratios of the two Voigtians were kept ﬁxed at the values
obtained from the calculations.
The relative intensities of the satellite lines which are
equal to the ratios of double-to-single vacancy states were
estimated using the radiationless transition probabilities
reported recently by Santos et al. for the subshells L1 [32]
and L2 [33], the ﬂuorescence yields quoted in [34] and
the relative intensities of the transitions L1−M2, L2−M4
and L3−N1 measured in the present work. The following
results were obtained:
I(L−12 N
−1
3−7)
I(L−12 )
= 0.06 (7)
I(L−13 N
−1
1−7)
I(L−13 )
= 0.15 (8)
I(L−13 M
−1
4,5 )
I(L−13 )
= 0.23. (9)
Rearrangement processes that modify the number of spec-
tator vacancies prior to the L X-ray emission were taken
into account in these calculations. In particular, the Auger
decay of the M4,5 spectator vacancies into N−1i N
−1
j
double-vacancies was considered. This process leads to
L−13 N
−1
i N
−1
j triple-vacancy states, i.e., to second order
N -satellites. Using the M4,5NiNj Auger rates reported
by McGuire [35] and the fraction of L−13 M
−1
4,5 two-hole
states given by (9), the following ratio was obtained for
the triple-vacancy states:
I(L−13 N
−2
1−7)
I(L−13 )
= 0.08. (10)
Above estimates for the satellite yields were compared
with the values obtained from the ﬁts for the total satel-
lite intensities. The comparisons were made using resolved
and partially resolved satellites. More or less satisfactory
agreements were found. However, some trend of the calcu-
lations to overestimate the intensities of the M -satellites
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Hg L3−M1 transition measured with the
von Hamos spectrometer. The calculated N-satellites (dotted
lines) and M -satellites (dashed lines) are shown enlarged in the
bottom inset. The top inset shows the M -satellite components,
the resulting satellite proﬁle and the two Voigtians employed
to reproduce the calculated shape. More details are given in
the text.
was observed. For this reason, in most ﬁts the total inten-
sities of the satellites were let free and intensities ﬁxed to
above estimates were only employed in the case of non-
converging ﬁts or when the satellite intensities from the
ﬁts were obviously wrong.
An example of the calculated M and N -satellite pro-
ﬁles is presented in Figure 4 for the L3−M1 transition.
The stick spectrum in the top inset represents the en-
ergies and relative intensities of the components of the
L−13 M
−1 → M−11 M−1 satellite transition, the open cir-
cles correspond to the sum of the Voigtians attached to
the diﬀerent components and the solid line stands for
the ﬁt of this sum with two Voigtians. The two pairs
of Voigtians corresponding respectively to the M -satellite
(dashed lines) and N -satellite (dotted lines) are repre-
sented enlarged in the bottom inset. As shown in the main
ﬁgure the observed shape of the high-energy ﬂank of the
diagram transition could be well reproduced by the cal-
culated M -satellite. One can also see that the N -satellite
diminishes somewhat the ﬁtted width of the diagram tran-
sition and has thus to be considered to obtain reliable
results.
A further example is shown in Figure 5 representing
the L3−N4,5 and L1−M3 transitions. One sees that in this
case the two Voigtians corresponding to the M -satellite
of the strong L3−N5 transition coincide accidentally in
energy with the L1−M3 transition whose width is there-
fore signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the overlapping satellite. In
the ﬁt the M and N -satellites of the L3−N4 and L3−N5
transitions were considered as well as the second order
N -satellite of the L3−N5 transition. The line shape of this
second order satellite being almost symmetric, the latter
was ﬁtted with a single Voigt proﬁle (dashed-dotted line).
The same holds for the M and N -satellites of the weak
L3−N4 transition. The seven Voigtians used to reproduce
Fig. 5. (Color online) Hg L3−N4,5 and L1−M3 transitions
measured with the DuMond spectrometer. As shown, the
L1−M3 diagram line is overlapping with the M -satellites
(dashed lines) of the L3−N4,5 transitions which in turn are
overlapping with their N-satellites (dotted lines). Details about
the simulated satellites are shown in the bottom part of the ﬁg-
ure. The weak dotted and dashed components correspond to
the N and M -satellites of the L3−N4 transition. The dashed-
dotted component represents the second order N-satellite of
the L3−N5 transition. The higher background observed on the
left side of the spectrum is due to the high-energy tail of the
strong L2−M4 transition. The ﬁtted tail is clearly visible in
the bottom part of the ﬁgure.
the satellites are shown enlarged in the bottom part of the
ﬁgure.
As the energy shifts for transitions from the O-shell
are not quoted in [29], no simulation could be performed
for the satellites of L2,3−O transitions. In [36], some data
are available but they concern only the L1-shell. Fortu-
nately, no overlap between the M -satellites of the L3−O1
and L3−O5 transitions and other diagram transitions was
observed so that the line shapes of these satellites were
not needed in the data analysis. For the N -satellites of
the L2−O1, L2−O4 and L3−O1 transitions, the energy
shifts and widths of the two Voigtians were kept ﬁxed
at the values obtained from the ﬁt of the resolved L3−O5
N -satellite, whereas the satellite intensities were either let
free in the ﬁts or ﬁxed at the above theoretical estimates.
The uncertainties related to these crude approximations
were considered in the calculation of the errors reported
for these transitions in Tables 1 and 3 (see next section).
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4 Results and discussion
4.1 Transitions energies
The energies of the K, L and M X-ray transitions ob-
served in the present work are presented in Table 1. Exper-
imental energies from Bearden [3] and theoretical values
taken from [2] are also presented for comparison. Tran-
sition energies derived from the electron binding ener-
gies obtained in this work (see next subsection) are also
quoted to point out which transitions deviate from the
self-consistency principle.
As mentioned before, for mercury there are no other
recent high-resolution measurements of X-ray transi-
tions decaying core-vacancy states, except for the weak
L1−M4,5 quadrupole transitions for which energies of
12 457.05(52) eV and 12 547.60(29) eV were reported [38].
Taking into consideration the small diﬀerence of the
reference energy (Au Kα1 transition) used in [38]
(68 804.94 eV) and in the present work (68 804.50 eV),
adjusted values of 12 456.97(52) eV and 12 547.52(29) eV
are obtained, which are both in good agreement with
the values quoted in Table 1 (12 457.10 ± 0.54 eV and
12 547.68±0.31 eV). The energies found with the DuMond
and von Hamos spectrometers for the L2−M4 transition
diﬀer by 0.46 eV but the two results are consistent within
the quoted errors. The total errors listed in Table 1 (ﬁrst
numbers in the brackets) include the ﬁt errors which are
also indicated (second numbers in the brackets). For the
transitions observed with the von Hamos spectrometer,
the total errors are generally bigger than those observed
with the DuMond spectrometer for transitions of com-
parable energies. These bigger errors are mainly due to
the uncertainties related to the energy calibration of the
von Hamos spectrometer.
The comparison with Bearden’s energies shows that
about one third of the values are not consistent with
present results within the combined errors, more than
15% of them being even not consistent within 3-σ errors.
In particular, surprisingly strong deviations are observed
for the K−N3 (+18.9 eV), L1−M4 (−11.6 eV), L1−M5
(+12.6 eV), L1−N5 (−9.8 eV) and L3−N7 (+9.8 eV)
transitions. It can be also noted that the errors of the
present transition energies are in average about three
times smaller than those of Bearden. The comparison with
the theoretical energies reported in [2] shows on the con-
trary an excellent agreement since all quoted values are
consistent with present results. The errors listed in [2] for
the theoretical transition energies could even be somewhat
overestimated since the average deviations between the
theoretical values and present results are about 2.5 times
smaller than the reported theoretical uncertainties. Five
kinds of contributions were considered in these calcula-
tions, namely the ﬁnite size of the atomic nucleus, dif-
ferent relativistic eﬀects (corrections to the Coulomb en-
ergy, magnetic and retardation energy), the Coulomb and
Breit correlation, several radiative (QED) corrections and
the Auger shift. More details about the theoretical pro-
cedures used to perform these calculations can be found
in [39].
A good agreement is also observed between the tran-
sition energies directly measured and those derived from
the binding energies. Actually, Table 1 shows that only
for the L2−M1 and L3−N4 transitions the two energies
are not consistent. For the ﬁrst transition, the measured
energy is smaller by 1.45 eV than the one deduced from
the binding energy diﬀerence, whereas the combined er-
ror of the two energies is ±0.78 eV. No explanation was
found for that discrepancy. For the L3−N4 transition, the
measured energy is bigger by 0.61 eV and the combined
error is ±0.28 eV. In this case, the explanation for the dis-
crepancy resides probably in the diﬃculties encountered
to ﬁt precisely the weak L3−N4 transition, the latter be-
ing poorly separated from the stronger close-lying L3−N5
transition (see Fig. 5). For these two inconsistent transi-
tion energies, the values derived from the binding energy
diﬀerences are probably more reliable. They are also closer
to the theoretical predictions than the measured ones. Fi-
nally, one would like to point out that the errors of the
energies computed from the binding energies are smaller
than those of the measured energies and that they do not
depend on the intensity of the considered X-ray line. This
method presents thus the advantage to provide also pre-
cise energies in the case of weak transitions. The errors
quoted in Table 1 for the transition energies derived from
the binding energy diﬀerences were computed by means
of the following relation:
ΔEij = ±√σ2ii + σ2jj − 2σij , (11)
where ΔEij represents the error on the energy of the tran-
sition i → j, and σ2ii, σ2jj and σij are diagonal variance
elements, respectively oﬀ-diagonal covariance elements, of
the error matrix related to the least-squares ﬁt method
employed to compute the binding energies.
4.2 Binding energies
As the energy of an X-ray transition is equal to the dif-
ference of the binding energies of the two atomic levels
involved in that transition, a linear system of simultane-
ous equations could be deduced from the transition ener-
gies listed in Table 1. The system was solved by means
of a least-squares-ﬁtting method, using the total errors
on the transition energies to weight the diﬀerent equa-
tions. For the binding energies of the subshells N1 to N7
and O2 to O5, reliable XPS data do exist. In addition,
these binding energies are small relative to the energies of
the transitions in which the above subshells are involved.
Thus, with the least-squares-ﬁt method these values can-
not be determined with high precision. For these reasons,
the binding energies of these levels were not used as vari-
ables but replaced in the corresponding equations by their
known values. For the latter, the average values of the
binding energies reported in [4,7] were taken, using the
half-diﬀerences between the two values as uncertainty es-
timates. For the subshell O1, however, no value is quoted
in [7] for liquid Hg (a binding energy of 134 ± 5 eV is
given but for the Hg vapor) and the value reported by
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Table 2. Binding energies in eV of the levels K to M5 and O1. Results obtained in the present work are compared to compiled
experimental data [41,42] and to predictions from theoretical calculations [43–45].
Level Present work Bearden and Burr [41] Storm and Israel [42] Polasik [43] Huang et al. [44]
Chen et al. [45]∗
K 83102.75(47) 83102.3(8) 83102 83110.0 83101.0
83105.6∗
L1 14843.19(15) 14839.3(1.0) 14842 14859.0 14857.6
14858.7∗
L2 14209.61(11) 14208.7(7) 14209 14217.0 14213.9
14214.1∗
L3 12284.60(11) 12283.9(4) 12283 12292.3 12289.8
12289.2∗
M1 3562.55(31) 3561.6(1.1) 3562 3578.3 3583.7
M2 3280.10(23) 3278.5(1.3) 3280 3292.0 3291.9
M3 2848.53(24) 2847.1(4) 2847 2861.0 2860.1
M4 2386.23(9) 2384.9(3) 2385 2393.9 2393.1
M5 2295.55(11) 2294.9(3) 2295 2303.5 2302.5
O1 121.81(26) 120.3(1.3) 121 133.6
Fuggle and Martensson (127 eV) [4] looks dubious be-
cause it is inconsistent with the results (about 120 eV)
from other sources (e.g. [41,42]). The binding energy of
the 5s1/2 level was therefore used as an additional free
ﬁtting parameter. Thus the system consisted of 31 linear
equations with 10 unknowns, namely the electron binding
energies of the K-shell and L1−3, M1−5 and O1-subshells.
The so-obtained binding energies are presented in Ta-
ble 2. Quoted uncertainties originate from the error ma-
trix of the least-squares-ﬁt. They correspond to relative
uncertainties of about 5 ppm for the K-shell, 10 ppm for
the L-subshells and 80 ppm, respectively 40 ppm, for the
M1−3 and M4,5-subshells. For the O1-subshell a satisfac-
tory precision of about 0.3 eV (0.2%) was obtained. The
biggest relative uncertainties are found for the M1−3 and
O1-subshells because these levels occur only in two tran-
sitions, whereas other subshells are involved in a number
of transitions varying from three for the M5-subshell up
to ten for the L3-subshell.
We tried therefore to extend the measurements to ad-
ditional M1−3 X-ray lines. The energy regions correspond-
ing to the M1−N3, M1−O3, M2−N4, M2−O4, M3−N5,
M3−O1 and M3−O5 transitions were explored. The mea-
surements were performed with the ADP (101) crystal in
second order of diﬀraction, except for the M3−N5 transi-
tion which was measured in ﬁrst order. Although some of
these transitions were observed successfully for Th and U
with the same von Hamos spectrometer [46], for Hg no
signiﬁcant intensity could be found above the background
at the expected positions of the transitions. This is due to
the cumulative eﬀects of several factors such as the poorer
ﬂuorescence yields of the M -subshells of Hg as compared
to those of Th and U, the bigger self-absorption of the
Hg M X-rays in the target and to their additional atten-
uation by the KaptonTM window.
In Table 2, present binding energies are compared to
experimental results from Bearden and Burr [41], semi-
empirical values from Storm and Israel [42] and theoretical
predictions from diﬀerent sources [43–45]. Actually, com-
pilations of experimental electron binding energies that
are more recent than the one of Bearden and Burr do exist
but data given in these papers for core levels of mid-heavy
and heavy elements are still those from Bearden and Burr
so that we have preferred to quote the original reference.
For instance, for Hg the binding energies listed in [47] co-
incide with Bearden and Burr’s values, except those for
the outer N - and O-shells that were taken from [4]. From
the examination of the table one sees ﬁrst that present
binding energies are systematically higher than those of
Bearden and Burr. The biggest discrepancy is observed for
the L1-subshell for which the deviation amounts to 3.9 eV,
which is about 4 times more than the uncertainty quoted
by Bearden and Burr for this level. For the other levels,
the average deviation is approximately 1 eV whereas the
average uncertainty is about 0.8 eV. A better agreement
is found with Storm and Israel’s values, the average de-
viation being 0.9 eV and the average uncertainty 1 eV.
In particular, for the L1-subshell the energy quoted by
Storm and Israel is almost consistent with ours. It can be
also noted that the values given by Bearden and Burr and
Storm and Israel for the binding energy of the O1-subshell
are both consistent with our result, whereas the more re-
cent XPS value from [4] used in the above-mentioned re-
cent compilation [47] is signiﬁcantly bigger (127 eV).
As shown in Table 2, the binding energies predicted
by theory are all higher by 5–20 eV than present ex-
perimental results, except for the K-shell for which a
satisfactory agreement is found, at least for the val-
ues taken from [44,45]. The largest deviations are ob-
served for the M1-subshell (20 eV) and the L1-susbshell
(15 eV). The multiconﬁguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) [43]
and Dirac-Hartree-Fock-Slater (DHFS) [44,45] calcula-
tions give similar results within 1–3 eV except for the
K-shell and the M1-subshell. The MCDF value for the
K-shell is indeed signiﬁcantly bigger than the experi-
mental and DHFS theoretical values, whereas for the
M1-subshell an opposite trend is observed. In both
MCDF and DHFS calculations the magnetic interaction
energy, retardation energy, vacuum polarization correc-
tion and higher-order QED corrections were considered.
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The MCDF calculations were performed, using the mod-
iﬁed special average-level version (MSAL) [48] of the
GRASP code [49]. The DHFS calculations from [45] diﬀer
from the earlier ones [44] by the use of a more accurate
expression for the Breit energy, a Fermi instead of uni-
form distribution of the nuclear charge and a screened
self-energy correction. The improvements brought by the
new calculations are not directly visible in Table 2 but the
transition energies provided by the new calculations agree
signiﬁcantly better with the experimental results. For in-
stance, for the Kα1 and Kα2 transitions, deviations of
−1.7 eV and −1.6 eV are found with respect to the exper-
imental values obtained in the present work (see Tab. 1,
third column), whereas the corresponding deviations for
the old DHFS calculations are −6.9 eV and −5.9 eV, re-
spectively. Note that the same comparison made with the
MCDF predictions provides also a good agreement, the
deviations being only −0.4 eV and −1.4 eV, respectively.
A further comparison with the theoretical binding ener-
gies quoted in [2] shows that the calculations overestimate
the binding energies of the K-shell and the L1−3-subshells
by 8.5, 7.6, 7.3 and 7.7 eV, respectively. However, by cor-
recting the zero of the theoretical energy scale by −7.8 eV,
the adjusted edge energies are found to be fully consistent
with present results.
4.3 Transition widths
The widths of the measured transitions are presented in
Table 3 where they are compared to existing experimen-
tal and theoretical data. As in the ﬁts of the transitions
K−N2, L1−N4 and L1−O2 the linewidths of the latter
could be let free, whereas their energies had to be kept
ﬁxed, these transitions are quoted in Table 3 but not in
Table 1. The values listed in the third column were de-
rived from the level widths obtained by the least-squares-
ﬁt method discussed in the next subsection. As shown,
these values are all in good agreement with the measured
transition widths, except the L1−N4 transition for which
there is a deviation (1.9 eV) that is somewhat bigger than
the combined error (1.6 eV). This discrepancy is proba-
bly due to the small intensity and poor separation of the
L1−N4,5 quadrupole doublet which made the width de-
termination of the weaker component less reliable.
As mentioned in the introduction, for Hg experimen-
tal information concerning the natural linewidths of X-ray
lines is scarce. In addition, existing data are rather old.
For the Kα1,2 transitions, widths of 68.5 eV and 64.0 eV,
respectively, were reported [50–52] that are 5–10% big-
ger than present results but consistent within the rather
large uncertainties quoted by the authors. The values of
68.20 eV and 64.75 eV given by Salem and Lee [54] for the
same transitions were derived from a least-squares-ﬁt to
existing experimental data till 1976. For the Kβ1,3 transi-
tions, the widths given by Salem and Lee are also big-
ger than ours but consistent within the indicated er-
rors (10%). Interpolation values obtained from the widths
of the Kα1,2 transitions of Au and Pb from [58] are also
quoted. In this case, an excellent agreement with our re-
sults is observed.
For L X-rays, available experimental data are even
more rare than for K X-rays. In Salem and Lee’s tables
values are reported only for the seven strongest L tran-
sitions. Quoted values are consistent with present results
if one considers the uncertainties assumed in these tables.
The mean value of the deviations relative to present re-
sults is about 8%, the strongest diﬀerences being observed
for the transitions L1−M2 (−2.9 eV), L1−M3 (−1.2 eV)
and L2−N4 (+0.80 eV). In the region 70 ≤ Z ≤ 83, Salem
and Lee’s least-squares-ﬁt values for L transition widths
are based mainly on two old works, those of Cooper [59]
and Williams [60]. Unfortunately in these two papers no
data is reported for Hg. Values quoted in Table 3 were thus
obtained by interpolation from the widths given for Au
and Tl. The eight transition widths derived from Cooper’s
work are smaller than ours by 5–15%. This is probably due
to the fact that the Lorentzian widths given in this paper
were obtained by subtracting the instrumental broaden-
ing from the observed widths and not by deconvolution.
In the still older paper of Williams, only the widths of
the four strongest transitions (Lα1, Lβ1, Lβ2 and Lγ1)
were determined. The measurements were performed with
a double-ﬂat crystal spectrometer, whose resolution de-
pended on the divergence of the incident X-ray beam and
ﬁnite resolving power of the employed calcite crystals. The
inﬂuence of the beam divergence was assumed to be neg-
ligibly small and the crystal resolving power was not well
known so that no correction was made for the instrumental
broadening. This explains probably the systematic bigger
values obtained by Williams with respect to present re-
sults. However, we would like to point out that, despite
this systematic deviation, Williams’ widths are consistent
with ours.
The transition widths reported in the last column of
Table 3 were derived from semi-empirical and theoret-
ical atomic level widths. As shown, the widths of the
Kα1,2 transitions obtained from the semi-empirical level
widths quoted by Krause and Oliver [53] agree well with
present results. The same holds for the Kα1,2 widths ob-
tained from the theoretical widths ΓK [55] and ΓL2,3 [56]
calculated by Chen et al. Theoretical predictions for the
L1 transition widths are on the contrary systematically
bigger by about 20% than present experimental values.
The same trend is observed for the transitions involving
M1 holes, whereas for L2 and L3 transitions involving
M4,5 vacancies in the ﬁnal states, a satisfactory agree-
ment is found. This observation that theory overestimates
the transition widths when 2s [38] or 3s [64] vacancies
are present in the initial or ﬁnal state results from the
diﬃculty of calculations to provide reliable predictions
for the Coster-Kronig rates. In general, the latter are in-
deed overestimated by theory. For instance, theoretical L1
Coster-Kronig widths of 14.5 eV, 11.2 eV and 10.7 eV
are given in [65] (interpolation between the values quoted
for Au and Bi), [66] and [32], respectively. The theo-
retical Auger widths from the same sources are 2.5 eV,
2.0 eV and 2.1 eV, i.e., 2.2 eV in average. Subtracting
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Table 3. Linewidths in eV of the measured Hg transitions. The values quoted in the third column were derived from the
widths of the levels K−N5 and O1 obtained by the least-squares ﬁt method (see Sect. 4.4). The notation 61.3(2.2/7) means
61.3 ±2.2 eV with an included statistical error from the ﬁt of ±0.7 eV.
Transition Present work Calculated from present Experimental data Semi-empirical and
level widths from other sources theoretical data
K−L2 61.3(2.2/7)a 60.6(9) 68.5(10.3)b 60.8(1.8)c
68.2d 60.5e
61.3(3.5)f
K−L3 61.2(2.3/6)a 61.2(9) 64.0(9.6)b 60.1(1.8)c
64.7d 60.5e
60.4(1.1)f
K−M2 65.2(3.3/1.3)a 66.9(9) 68.9d 68.4e
K−M3 61.9(3.3/9)a 63.0(9) 65.7d 65.0e
K−N2 62.7(4.2/2.4)a 64.3(1.0)
K−N3 64.5(3.7/1.4)a 61.9(9)
L1−M2 22.6(3/2)a 22.6(2) 19.7d 28.1e
20.1(8)g
L1−M3 18.6(3/2)a 18.6(1) 17.4d 24.7e
17.9(1.2)g
L1−M4 13.3(1.4/1.3)a 12.9(4) 16.9e
L1−M5 12.9(1.0/9)a 12.8(4) 16.9e
L1−N2 20.0(5/5)a 19.9(3) 17.2(8)g
L1−N3 17.5(4/3)a 17.6(3) 15.6(6)g
L1−N4 13.5(1.5/1.4)a 15.4(4)
L1−N5 15.5(1.2/1.1)a 14.9(4)
L1−O2 19.3(7/7)a
L1−O3 18.6(6/6)a
L2−M1 21.4(5/5)h 21.5(1) 23.9e
L2−M4 8.39(14/4)a 8.44(9) 8.70d 8.1e
8.89(30/13)h 7.6(2)g
8.63(26)
L2−N1 15.1(7/7)a 14.8(3)
L2−N4 11.0(2/1)a 10.9(1) 11.8d
10.1(3)g
11.8(6)i
L2−N6 6.82(61/56)a
L2−O1 14.8(1.0/9)a 15.0(4)
L2−O4 7.46(36/27)a 7.1(7)g
L3−M1 22.1(1/1)h 22.1(1) 23.9e
L3−M4 9.20(21/16)h 9.00(11) 8.80d 8.2e
L3−M5 8.87(16/4)h 8.92(10) 8.10d 8.2e
9.04(18)i
L3−N1 15.3(4/4)a 15.4(3)
L3−N4 11.5(3/2)a 11.5(1)
L3−N5 11.0(2/1)a 11.0(1) 10.4d
10.2(4)g
11.8(6)i
L3−N7 5.86(66/63)a 6.77(13)
L3−O1 15.7(7/7)a 15.6(4)
L3−O5 7.53(20/13)a
M4−N6 2.79(20/2)h 2.87(11) 2.95j
M5−N7 2.84(19/2)h 2.77(11) 2.81j
a DuMond spectrometer. For details see Table 1.
b Nelson et al. [50–52].
c Krause and Oliver [53].
d Salem and Lee [54] (errors vary from 10% for the strongest K lines to 40% for the weakest L lines).
e Calculated from the widths ΓK , ΓL1,2,3, ΓM1,2,3 and ΓM4,5 reported by Chen et al. in [55], [56], [40] and [57], respectively.
f Derived by interpolation from the widths reported for Au and Pb by Kessler et al. [58].
g Derived by interpolation from the widths reported for Au and Tl by Cooper [59].
h Von Hamos spectrometer. For details see Table 1.
i Derived by interpolation from the widths reported for Au and Tl by Williams [60].
j Derived by interpolation from the widths ΓM4,5 and ΓN6,7 reported for Au and Bi by McGuire in [61] and [62,63], respectively.
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the latter average Auger width and the radiative width
of the 2s level reported by Scoﬁeld (1.2 eV) [26] from the
experimental width (10.5 eV) of the subshell L1 quoted
by Campbell and Papp [5], one obtains a Coster Kronig
width of 7.1 eV which is markedly smaller than the three
above-mentioned theoretical values. Finally, the theoreti-
cal widths of the transitions M4−N6 and M5−N7 deduced
from the widths of the corresponding levels calculated by
McGuire [61–63] are in fair agreement with our experi-
mental values.
4.4 Atomic level widths
Using the widths of the measured transitions, we were able
to determine the natural widths of the K-shell, L1 to N5
and O1-subshells by means of a similar least-squares-ﬁt-
method as the one employed for the determination of the
binding energies. In this case the system consisted of thirty
equations with the widths of the above mentioned ﬁfteen
levels as unknowns. The widths of the N6,7-subshells were
kept ﬁxed in the ﬁt at the values (0.33 eV and 0.31 eV)
given by Campbell and Papp [5]. As each of the lev-
els O2 to O5 occur in a single transition, they were not
included in the least-squares-ﬁt calculations. The level
widths obtained with this method are presented in Ta-
ble 4 where they are compared to the recommended val-
ues of Campbell and Papp [5] as well as to available ex-
perimental, semi-empirical and theoretical results from
various sources. Errors on present results correspond to
the diagonal elements of the error matrix associated to
the least-squares-ﬁt method. They vary from about 1%
(M1-subshell) to about 7% (N3-subshell). The precision
depends on the number of transitions in which the con-
sidered level is involved, the uncertainties of the widths
of these transitions and on the relative value of the level
width with respect to the widths of the associated transi-
tions.
The comparison with Campbell and Papp’s values
shows a fair agreement for most levels, except for the
M2, N2 and N3 ones for which signiﬁcant diﬀerences of
2.4 eV, 3.1 eV and 1.9 eV, respectively, are observed. The
widths of the three levels quoted by Campbell and Papp
are smaller than ours by about 30%. For the N4,5 lev-
els, a similar trend is observed but the deviations are
smaller (15%). However, despite the observed discrepan-
cies, we are inclined to believe that present results for the
M2 and N2−5 levels are reliable for the following reasons.
The M2 level width of Hg recommended by Campbell and
Papp was determined by interpolation from the widths
of the transitions L1−M2 of Au and Tl reported by
Cooper [59], using for the width of the 2s level their rec-
ommended value of 10.5 eV. The so-obtained M2 width
was then increased by 0.2 eV to account for the too large
correction made by Cooper for the instrumental broad-
ening. Since Campbell and Papp’s value for the width of
the L1-subshell is close to the one obtained in the present
work, the discrepancy observed for the M2- subshell orig-
inates from the width of the L1−M2 transition quoted by
Cooper which is certainly too small, as discussed in the
preceding subsection.
For the N2,3-subshells of elements above Z = 70, there
are no recent XES data except for actinides and only a
limited number of XPS data. In addition, the XPS data
evince a considerable scatter. For this reason Campbell
and Papp have deduced their recommended N2,3 level
widths from least-squares-ﬁt curves that run monotoni-
cally through the existing XPS data and join smoothly to
modern XES data that are available for Th [46] and U [11].
On the low-Z side, the curves were anchored to the Xe N2,3
widths obtained from many-body theory (MBT) calcula-
tions [68]. In our opinion, it is thus possible that the N2,3
level widths quoted by Campbell and Papp for that region
of the periodic table are questionable and characterized
by bigger errors than the quoted ones. Furthermore, com-
paring the widths reported by Cooper [59] for the transi-
tions L1−M2,3, L2−M4, L2−N4, L2−O4 and L3−N5 with
the results obtained in this work (see Tab. 3), an average
ratio of 0.92 ± 0.03 is found for the two sets of values.
Using this ratio to adjust the widths of the transitions
L1−N2,3 given by Cooper, new values of 18.6 ± 1.0 eV
and 16.9±0.8 eV are found for the two transitions widths.
Subtracting then from the latter the L1 level width rec-
ommended by Campbell and Papp (10.5 ± 2.0 eV), one
obtains N2,3 widths of 8.1± 2.2 eV and 6.4± 2.1 eV that
are still smaller than our results but consistent with them.
For the N4,5-subshells several diﬃculties were also en-
countered by Campbell and Papp. Actually, in the region
70 ≤ Z ≤ 83, XPS data are more numerous and clus-
ter quite closely but their results disagree with values de-
rived from measurements of the L2−N4 and L3−N5 tran-
sitions [59,69] which lie 1.5 eV to 3 eV higher. The
small number of available data from Auger electron spec-
troscopy (AES) [70] lie also high relative to the XPS trend.
As these XES and AES data are pretty old, Campbell
and Papp renounced to use them and preferred to em-
ploy the XPS data. However, they mentioned that the so-
determined widths could be somewhat too small and that
it would be therefore desirable to cross-check them with
a modern set of measurements of the L2−N4 and L3−N5
X-ray linewidths.
Existing experimental information for the level widths
of Hg is scarce. Data were found only for the L, N and
O-subshells. The L-subshells widths were determined by
Keski-Rahkonen et al. from X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) measurements [6]. The obtained level widths are
in agreement with present results for the 2p levels but
in strong disagreement for the 2s level for which a value
smaller by 4 eV is reported in that work. For the N
and O-subshells XPS data were published by Svensson
et al. [7]. However, quoted level widths were not cor-
rected for the instrumental broadening and no indica-
tion is given for the uncertainties attached to the quoted
values. Nevertheless, one sees in Table 4 that a satisfac-
tory agreement with present results is observed for the
N1 and N2 levels, whereas for the N3−5 levels, the XPS
widths are 0.5–1.5 eV smaller than present results. Note
that Svensson’s values for the N3−5 levels are close to
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Table 4. Level widths in eV of the subshells K to N5 and O1. Results obtained in the present work are compared to available
experimental [5–7], semi-empirical [53] and theoretical data [35,40,55–57,62,63].
Level Present work Campbell and Papp [5] Experimental data Semi-empirical and
from other sources theoretical data
K 54.7(9) 54.8(4.9) 54.6(1.6)a
54.8b
L1 10.3(4) 10.5(2.0) 6.4(2.0)
c 11.3(1.7)a
14.5b
L2 5.90(13) 5.69(57) 6.0(1.0)
c 6.17(62)a
5.7b
L3 6.46(12) 5.71(57) 5.8(8)
c 5.50(44)a
5.7b
M1 15.6(2) 15.1(2.0) 18.2
b
21.1d
M2 12.2(5) 9.8(1.8) 13.6
b
14.7d
M3 8.25(48) 8.6(1.6) 10.2
b
9.7d
M4 2.54(11) 2.28(23) 2.45
b
2.82d
M5 2.46(11) 2.28(23) 2.45
b
2.68d
N1 8.93(29) 8.8(9) ∼10e 15.4d
7.75f
N2 9.61(55) 6.55(80) ∼9e 14.1d
7.87f
N3 7.22(50) 5.3(8) 5.5
e 12.6d
4.40f
N4 5.05(17) 4.0(5) 4.4
e 8.5d
5.37f
N5 4.59(15) 3.85(50) 4.0
e 8.2d
5.22f
O1 9.11(41)
a Krause and Oliver [53].
b Chen et al., ΓK [55], ΓL1,2,3 [56], ΓM1,2,3 [40] and ΓM4,5 [57].
c Keski-Rahkonen et al. [6] (XAS measurements).
d Estimated from an interpolation of the widths ΓM1−M5 and ΓN1−N5 reported for Au and Bi by McGuire in [61] and [62,63],
respectively.
e Svensson et al. [7] (XPS measurements, results not corrected for spectrometer resolution).
f Ohno and Wendin [67].
Campbell and Papp’s ones because, as discussed above,
the latter were determined precisely from XPS data, those
of Svensson included. In [7], level widths are also reported
for the O-subshells. Values of 6 eV, 5.7 eV, 0.86 eV and
1.33 eV are given for the 5p1/2, 5p3/2, 5d3/2 and 5d5/2
levels of solid Hg. As for the N -subshells, the values
were not corrected for the instrumental resolution. As-
suming for the L1−3 level widths our values of 10.3(4) eV,
5.90(13) eV and 6.46(12) eV, O2−5 widths of 9.0(8) eV,
8.1(7) eV, 1.6(4) eV and 1.1(2) eV are obtained from the
widths of the transitions L1−O2,3, L2−O4 and L3−O5
presented in Table 3. One sees that except for the 5d5/2
level, Svensson’s values are again 1–3 eV smaller than
ours. These discrepancies between the level widths deter-
mined in the present work and those derived from XPS
measurements are, however, not really surprising since it is
well established that several factors complicate the exper-
imental determination of natural lifetime broadenings in
XPS core-level spectroscopy. In particular, the asymmetry
characterizing XPS peaks makes diﬃcult the determina-
tion of the contribution of the lifetime broadening to the
observed line shape [71]. This contribution is generally de-
termined by considering the half-width at half-maximum
(HWHM) on the low-binding energy side of the XPS peaks
instead of the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM). How-
ever, lifetime broadenings extracted from HWHM widths
are only correct if eﬀects such as, e.g., the couplings of
the core-electron transitions to many-electron excitations
of the valence electrons, that may aﬀect the positions and
intensities of the proﬁle centroids, are negligible.
Considering now the last column of Table 4, one sees
that Krause and Oliver’s semi-empirical values for the
K-shell and L1,2-subshells [53] are in agreement with
present level widths. For the L3-subshell, however, both
values are consistent only if the interval of the com-
bined error is extended to 2-σ. Theoretical predictions
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from Chen et al. for the K-shell [55], L2,3-subshells [56]
and M4,5-subshells [57] are well reproduced by our re-
sults. On the contrary, due to the above mentioned dif-
ﬁculty of theory to predict precise Coster-Kronig tran-
sition probabilities, the M1 and to a lesser extent the
L1 and M2,3 level widths obtained in our work are sig-
niﬁcantly overestimated by Chen et al. [40,56] calcula-
tions. A comparison with the theoretical level widths re-
ported by McGuire [61–63] shows the same trend for
theory to overestimate the experimental results but in
this case the deviations are even more pronounced. How-
ever, for the M4,5 subshells which are not aﬀected by
Coster-Kronig transitions, McGuire’s predictions are con-
sistent with present results. Data from non-relativistic
MBT calculations by Ohno and Wendin [67] were also
found for the N -subshells. In this study diﬀerent approx-
imations were probed. Results quoted in Table 4 corre-
spond to the so-called A2 approximation corresponding
to a frozen-core potential and relaxed Auger energy. As
shown, the MBT results are smaller than McGuire’s pre-
dictions and much closer to the experimental widths found
in our work. For the 4p3/2 level, however, a signiﬁcantly
smaller value than ours is provided by these MBT calcu-
lations. Finally, let us mention that a quick survey of the
magnitude and trends of theoretical predictions for the
total level widths can be obtained from the graphs pub-
lished by Keski-Rahkonen and Krause [72]. However, as it
is rather diﬃcult to extract precise values from the loga-
rithmic scales of these plots, we have renounced to quote
these values in Table 4.
5 Summary and concluding remarks
High-resolution measurements of the ﬂuorescence X-ray
emission of liquid mercury were performed. X-ray tran-
sitions above 11 keV were measured with a transmis-
sion DuMond-type crystal spectrometer, transitions below
11 keV with a reﬂection von Hamos-type crystal spectrom-
eter. From the observed spectra, precise and reliable data
for the energies and widths of K, L and M X-ray transi-
tions were determined. Energy shifts and/or line broaden-
ings resulting from M and N -satellites were accounted for
in the data analysis. Solving by means of a least-squares-
ﬁt method the two linear systems of simultaneous equa-
tions built on the transition energies and transition widths
obtained from the data analysis, the binding energies and
natural widths of most core-levels of Hg could be deduced.
Bearden’s transition energies [3] that are still used
as references in many modern spectroscopy works were
found to be inconsistent with present results for more
than 30% of the measured transitions with deviations as
big as 20 eV. In contrast to that a perfect agreement was
found between our results and theoretical transition ener-
gies published recently [2].
For the binding energies of the ten core-levels that
could be extracted from our work, a more or less satis-
factory agreement was observed with Bearden and Burr’s
values [41] which, despite their age, still represent the main
data base for binding energies of core-levels of mid-Z and
high-Z elements. However, present binding energies were
found to be systematically higher by about 1 eV, and for
the L1-subshell a discrepancy of 4 eV was observed.
Present transition widths were compared to available
experimental, semi-empirical and theoretical data. In gen-
eral, existing information was found to be scarce and in
most cases old. For the K transitions the semi-empirical
values from Krause and Oliver [53] are in agreement with
our results, whereas the experimental values reported
by Salem and Lee [54] lie signiﬁcantly higher. For the
widths of the few L transitions quoted by Salem and Lee,
smaller deviations are, however, observed. The comparison
with results of theoretical calculations showed a satisfac-
tory agreement except for the transitions involving 2s or
3s vacancy-states in the initial or ﬁnal states.
The ﬁfteen atomic level widths deduced from our mea-
surements were compared principally to the recommended
values reported recently by Campbell and Papp [5]. A fair
agreement was found for most levels. The discrepancies
observed for the M2 and N2,3-subshells were discussed and
tentative explanations were proposed. Results of theoreti-
cal predictions from diﬀerent sources were also considered.
As for the transition widths, it was found that theory pro-
vides reliable predictions, except for the levels whose life-
time broadenings are dominated by Coster-Kronig transi-
tions. In these cases, the calculations, except the MBT
ones, overestimate considerably the experimental level
widths.
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